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Preface

Please Allow Me To Introduce Myself…

My name is Cody Sperber, and over the last 10 plus years I have flipped over 1000 properties, made millions, lost it all, and made it all back again. I started off with no money and mastered the art of “no money down” real estate investing, and quickly became one of the largest property wholesalers in the state of Arizona. Each month, I generate hundreds of motivated seller leads which my team and I work feverishly to turn into profits.

In 2010, I started a real estate investing education company called Clever Investor (www.CleverInvestor.com) because I always wanted to be a teacher, and I loved sharing my passion for creative real estate investing.

My educational company has grown in popularity because of the team of amazing people that work behind the scenes to support our growing student base. As an investor, my education, creative business and marketing strategies,
willingness to take calculated risks, and local power team were the reasons for my success. As an educator I can’t take the same personal credits.

It’s truly the Clever Investor team of mentors, business development consultants, and customer service agents that ensure our students have a world class experience and quickly witness real results.

I wrote this book for you…the real estate entrepreneur that dreams of a better tomorrow. Take great pride in yourself for taking action on your passion for making money through real estate. Anything is possible as long as you stay focused, have a relentless thirst for knowledge, and surround yourself with positive, like-minded people. While real estate investing is not easy…it can be simple as long as you implement proven strategies and systems into your business and work hard at staying positive. Being successful in this business is 20% technical and 80% mental. In fact, my mentor used to always tell me “you are more than just a moment”. What he meant was my real estate career was a long-term strategy (not a get rich fast scheme), and I should stop getting emotional with the ups and downs of the daily grind. Don’t fall in love with the houses you flip, instead fall in love with the lifestyle your profits produce!

So enjoy the book and remember that wholesaling real estate is the fastest way to produce quick cash without needing a ton of money or credit to get started. But keep in mind that you want to reinvest your wholesale profits into positive cash
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flowing assets (rental properties) that produce long-term wealth. Actually owning real estate as an asset is the path to financial freedom...and wholesaling is a great way to earn fast chunks of cash to pay for your rentals and your lifestyle!
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Chapter 1

What is Real Estate Wholesaling?

This image tells you a lot about what we’re going to talk about in this first chapter. The word “wholesale” brings to mind the traditional meaning of the term, such as retail operations (like Costco or Sam’s Club). The wholesaler who brings products to the market has to buy their inventory at a significant discount from market value and sell the inventory at a discount so the end buyer feels they got a good deal. The “spread” between the two prices is where the wholesaler makes their profit. But with retail wholesaling, there is a very elaborate set of overhead structures and costs.
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So How Does Real Estate Wholesaling Work?

As with retail wholesaling, when you wholesale real estate, you’re essentially the middle piece between a motivated seller and a cash buyer, making your profit from buying low and selling slightly higher. The major difference is that you’re not having to transport or store inventory, or ever spend money to even acquire your inventory! The key to wholesaling real estate is the word “control”. When you place a property “under contract” for purchase, even though you haven’t completed the transaction yet, during the closing period you essentially “control” the real estate according to the “terms” of the agreement you made with the motivated seller. And since you “control” the property, you may now legally market it in order to find a cash buyer willing to pay more than the price you agreed to pay to the motivated seller. The spread between the two prices is your profit as the wholesaler, and
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you will get paid the difference when the end cash-buyer actually closes on the transaction. We’re going to get into detail later about building your list of cash buyers who will purchase your available wholesale properties.

These are normally either fix & flip investors (also called rehabbers) or long-term rental investors (also called landlords), who will be happy to buy from you. This allows you to earn a nice profit as long as you can deliver properties below market value.

In another chapter we’ll talk about how you locate distressed properties, motivated sellers, and homes available at deep discounts to current value. Once you have a cash buyer and a discounted property, and if the numbers work to provide a profit in the middle, you’re ready to do a wholesale deal.

Why is there a place for you in the middle? How can there be a profit available when the sellers could simply connect directly with the buyers? Actually this is done all of the time. The main reasons are because most cash buyers are lazy and either don’t want to take the time to find a seller willing to sell at a big enough discount...or they lack the understanding (education) to be able to find and negotiate good deals.

As the real estate market changes (moves from a buyer’s market to a seller’s market or vice versa), finding deals on the MLS (Multiple Listing System) may become more difficult. When this happens, cash buyers can’t rely on real estate agents for finding them deals. That’s when they turn to wholesalers for fresh investment opportunities. Your greatest value is in your ability to locate distressed properties or
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distressed people and negotiate to buy at prices well below market value. You locate properties your investor customers aren’t aware of negotiate a price to buy/control the property, then sell it to your investor buyer at a price that’s profitable for the both of you.

**How Do You Know At What Price To Buy?**

To know what you can pay, first you need to know what your cash buyers will pay. You work backward from the price you can sell, through your costs and desired profit, and then you know what you can pay. Your buyers are typically savvy real estate investors who know their markets, and understand what desired returns they are looking for. In other words they know what a good deal looks like, and make a quick buying decision once they find a good deal.

Whether they’re fix & flip or long term rental investors, you can be sure that they have a good handle on their costs and the profit they want from their investments. One more thing you can bet on is that they will not want to pay full value for a property. Successful investors want to buy below market value and lock in some profit from the first day of ownership. In a future chapter, we’ll take a look at how a cash buyer determines market value and what they’ll pay for a home. I will also break down a simple formula wholesalers use called the Maximum Allowable Offer Formula (MAO) so you will always know the most you can pay for a property while still making a profit!
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Chapter 2

When, Where & Who Can Wholesale Real Estate?

Before we get into the “how” of real estate wholesaling, let’s get past the doubt and fear that many people have when they’re starting a new business. Real estate investing can seem complicated with financial barriers to entry.

Other fears have to do with whether you can be successful in wholesaling if you have a full time job, are in college, or you’re not the “num- bers” type. What about where you live; will it work there? Even scarier to some is wondering if you’re entering the business in the wrong mar- ket, timing it wrong. This chapter is all about the when, where and who of real estate wholesaling.

When Does It Work?

We’ve all been through the real estate and mortgage crisis
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that began in late 2006, and the decade before when it seemed like you could make money buying a home with your eyes closed. Using the period from 2000 through 2013, we can see every phase of a real estate cycle.

Uptrend

During this 13 years, we saw a huge uptrend, with prices rising at a rapid clip going into 2005 and 2006. Real estate flipping was extremely popular because it was very profitable. Investors were buying one month and selling at a profit the next. It was an amazing time for real estate investment.

So, what about wholesaling during that period? Think about it and you’ll understand why it was a wonderful time for real estate wholesalers. There were unlimited profit opportunities, and rehabbers were eager cash buyers of just about anything you brought to them.

The wholesaler simply had to locate just about any property they could get “under contract”, even if it was at just a minor discount to current market value.

It didn’t seem to matter if the discount was small, because the fast price appreciation at the time meant that the cash buyers were expecting a nice profit, even if they couldn’t acquire their flips a deep discount.

The speed at which a rehabber could turn a home at a nice profit meant that they were constantly on the lookout for more deals. They leveraged themselves to buy, renovate, and flip as many properties as possible.
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Downtrend

Then in late 2006, the market turned on a dime. Plunging values and prices left millions of homeowners owing more on their mortgages than their homes were worth and foreclosures ran rampant. This opened up a HUGE opportunity for investors.

During the downtrend, there was a flurry of buying going on. More than 30% of all home purchases being made by cash investors were from 2008 through 2012. In 2013 that number jumped up to 43% according to RealtyTrac.com. Wholesalers played a major part in stabilizing the market and fulfilling demand for discounted properties by coming up with creative methods to wholesale short sales, bank owned properties, foreclosures, and government owned houses (HUD houses).

Also during this time, major institutional investors jumped into the fray, with hedge funds like Blackstone Group buying tens of thousands of homes as rental property investments in major cities. And while they acquired most of their inventory from foreclosure auctions, they also purchased many houses directly from real estate wholesalers! Even to-day as 2015 kicks off, wholesalers are still the go-to source many rehabbers, landlords, and even hedge funds turn to when searching for their next investment opportunity.

Sideways Market
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This type of market is represented by mostly stagnant home price growth, though there can be slow price appreciation. It’s more of an extended series of ups-and-downs without any extended movement in either direction. Many states in the mid-west, and smaller cities around the country that didn’t experience the major incline or decline of house values during the boom / bust experienced a sideways market and still do to this day.

The interesting thing about sideways markets is that there is still demand for investment properties, and still many motivated sellers looking to sell quick for cash. There are many reasons why someone would want to sell quick for cash in a sideways market. Job loss, death in the family, relocation, medical conditions, legal issues, facing foreclosure, tired of being a landlord, downsizing / upsizing, house needs too many repairs, divorce, and any other reason under the sun that could cause a financial hardship.

Lastly, sideways markets are in part due to low demand and fewer buyers. When that’s the case, if they’re not buying, they must be renting. More renters mean higher rents, and higher rents attract more cash rental property investors. More investors mean opportunities for wholesalers.

**Adjusting Strategies To The Market**

The trend status of the market is immaterial if you’re an educated real estate wholesaler with good business and marketing systems. Property types, price ranges, and/or neighborhoods of the properties in demand will change, but there will always be cash investors wanting to put their
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money into real estate to either buy-n-hold or fix-n-flip. The strategies and techniques you employ simply need to be adjusted to fit the current market cycle. You’ll learn what you need to know in this book to do that. Wholesaling is considered by many to be the most flexible real estate investment niche simply because it works in every market, no matter which way it’s trending.

Where Does It Work?

Probably one of the greatest reasons to wholesale real estate is the fact that it works in many locations. Big cities and small towns. As long as there are homeowners and houses…wholesaling real estate is possible. And while you may have heard the phrase “location, location, location” as the golden rule for real estate investors, there are many cash heavy landlords and rehabbers that love owning or flipping houses in lower income areas as much as they love doing it in the best areas of town.

Another awesome reason to wholesale is the fact that it can be done both locally, and remotely. In a later chapter I will discuss the importance of building out your power team (the team of professionals that will help you complete transactions). Until then, just understand that as long as you have good systems in place for generating and converting motivated seller and cash buyer leads, and a great team of local people in place to help you, you can wholesale real estate.
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Who Can Be a Wholesaler?

What are the education requirements to be a successful wholesaler? What about financial requirements? Can you work full-time and still wholesale real estate? What about family commitments and maintaining a normal lifestyle while you build your business?

These are all valid questions, but you can’t let any of them stop you or slow you down.

Time, Family and Lifestyle:

If you’re like most of us, the activities of our busy lives tend to fill the time we have available. Families take time, our jobs take time, and what little we have left is hopefully getting us a bit of relaxation or vacation time.

If you keep a log of your daily activities, you would easily see how much time you are spending and on what tasks. Then you could start to prioritize your time and focus in on the ones that are most important to you. When I did this, I found that I was wasting a ton of valuable time focused on “non money making activities”, and even though I had a full time job, there was still plenty of time each week to focus in on my passion for investing.
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So, how much time will real estate wholesaling take? The answer is different for each person and it will vary depending on your current goals and resources. Some people have full-time jobs and work their investing businesses on nights and weekends. This can easily be done as long as you set up the right business and marketing systems to help you automate certain parts of the business. For instance, you can have your inbound calls answered by an answering service or go to voicemail. Then you could have a virtual assistant ($3.00 - $6.00 hr.) screen the calls and only put you in touch with truly motivated sellers or cash buyers. There are even real estate investing software systems like the M5 Automated Marketing Machine [www.AutomateYourRealEstate.com](http://www.AutomateYourRealEstate.com) that can auto-magically generate and follow up with your leads on autopilot. Once they get to a point where their part-time wholesaling income is more than their full-time job income, they quit and do wholesaling full time.
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Others that don’t have another job spend as much time as necessary so they can achieve their financial goals quicker. Neither one is a right or wrong choice but understand this, your happiness and success as a real estate wholesaler is going to be based on three things:

1) **Finding emotional support by any means necessary.**
   a) This means surrounding yourself with like-minded entrepreneurs that share the same type of financial and lifestyle goals as you do. Sometimes this can be challenging, especially if your friends and family “rain” on your investing parade. When I first started, my family told me every reason “why” I should keep my “real” job. It took them seeing me start to become successful before they started being supportive. Thankfully during that hard emotional time I had an amazing mentor to help guide and support me when I needed it most.

2) **Take small steps towards BIG goals.**
   a) It’s o.k. to dream big and set high financial goals for yourself, but it is extremely important for you to focus on (and celebrate) all the “small wins” you will encounter while building out your wholesaling business. Generating your first lead, analyzing your first deal, setting your first appointment to meet with a seller, walking your first property, negotiating and making your first offer, getting your first deal under contract, adding your first buyer to your cash buyers list, wholesaling your first deal, mmnt.ly/provensuccess
and yes…cashing your first check. It’s the little “wins” along the way that add fuel to your investing passion and help drive you towards your bigger goals.

3) It’s all about the lifestyle you want.
   a) There is no other job that I have ever heard of where you can make $10,000, $20,000, even $50,000 or more on a single transaction. Build your wholesaling business around the lifestyle that you want for yourself. If you are simply trying to earn some extra money to pay off bills or save for retirement, then you would set-up and work your wholesaling business differently than if you were relying on your wholesaling income to survive. Spend some time reflecting on “why” you want to wholesale real estate and build your business around what you really want both emotionally and physically.

Education Factors

A college degree will not disqualify you from real estate wholesaling. O.K, that was a joke. But in all seriousness, you don’t need a college degree, or even a real estate license to wholesale real estate. In fact some of the wealthiest and most successful wholesalers I know barely graduated high school! Don’t get me wrong, you do need an education, just not the traditional type you may be used to.
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Books like this and the step-by-step mentoring offered by Clever Investor (www.MentoringApplication.com/Cody) can quickly help you get your wholesaling business up, running, and profitable.

**Financial Requirements**

When it comes to residential real estate investing you really only have a couple of options. You can wholesale, you can fix-n-flip, or you can buy-n-hold. While fixing and flipping as well as owning rentals requires lots of cash in order to complete the transaction, wholesaling requires little to no money because you are using your back-end cash buyers money to fund the deal. But that doesn’t mean you don’t need any money to be a wholesaler. Having a business phone, a computer with internet access, and enough money for your earnest deposits will be required. And for those of you that don’t know what an earnest deposit is, simply think of it as a small amount of money you give the seller as a deposit to “hold” the property during the closing period. In more professional terms it’s the “consideration” a buyer gives the seller in order to confirm the contract. I have used as little as $10 as an earnest money deposit and as much as $5,000…it’s whatever you and the seller agree to.

So if you think about it, a few hundred dollars for earnest money can get you into a contract, and using free marketing techniques like “driving for dollars” can uncover a motivated seller. Then a free ad on Craigslist could draw out a cash buyer looking for a good deal. There’s a lot more detail to mmnt.ly/provensuccess
come, just understand that your success is not dependent upon your bank balance!

Moving on now that you’re convinced:

This chapter should have convinced you that there are no high hurdles in your path to successful real estate wholesaling. Many millionaires started with wholesaling to earn quick cash then used some of the money they made to invest in rentals and fix-n-flips for bigger paydays and wealth building. Your financial goals are within your reach! Now let’s get into the “how-to” of making it happen.

Chapter 3

The Cash Buyers List

I mentioned earlier that we’re going to start from the tail end of the wholesaling process…finding cash buyers. We will want to do this for two reasons. First reason is because your cash buyers will help educate you on what’s going on in the market by telling you what type of properties they are looking for and what area of town they want to purchase deals. The second reason is because finding cash buyers to add to your VIP buyers list is an activity that should start today and never end. Each day you want to network with potential buyers. That way when you do have available wholesale properties, you will know exactly which cash buyers to match your properties to.
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This chapter is all about the techniques you will want to deploy in order to locate investor buyers, build relationships with them, catalog their requirements, and then use the information to match them up with available properties.

**Locating Cash Buyers**

The good news is that there are investors out there loaded with cash and a great desire to own real estate. There are two major categories for the investors you’ll be courting:

- **Fix & Flip:** These investors are in the business of taking distressed, ugly, and/or problem properties, renovating and repairing them, then selling them to long-term investors or retail buyers. You’ll need to be more aggressive in locating deals well below ARV (After Repair Value), because the fix-n-flip investor will also need to make a profit.

- **Long-Term Rental Investors:** These investors want to buy a property below market value in an area that’s good for rentals and at a price that will allow them to realize excellent positive cash flow over time. It may be a bit more challenging to locate ready-to-rent properties than distressed ones, but selling to this group is more direct and allows for a nice profit margin.

Now let’s get to some very effective ways in which to locate, meet, and build relationships with these cash investors. Some [mmnt.ly/provensuccess](http://mmnt.ly/provensuccess)
are free, and others may cost a few bucks, but until you have a good buyer list, you should be deploying as many of these strategies as possible!

**Real Estate Investment Clubs**

There are many reasons why you should consider joining a local real estate investment club. You’ll learn a lot from their library of materials and guest speakers, as well as from your fellow members.

Members include real estate agents, other investors, real estate attorneys, accountants, mortgage brokers, repair contractors, building and remodel contractors, title company personnel, home insurance agents, and property management professionals.

All of these people are valuable contacts and possible future team members for your growing real estate investment business. For this discussion however, we’re interested in meeting other investors who could be prospects for our buyer list. There will be experienced investors in these clubs who are there to seek out deals and people who can bring them deals; in other words ... you.

However, there will also be novice investors who are there to learn, and they may have no thoughts of wholesaling or fix & flip. They’re people tired of 3% returns on savings accounts and certificates of deposit. They’ve been exposed to rental property investing and they want to learn more.
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These novice investors offer a great opportunity to share knowledge, present yourself as a wholesaler, and to explain what you do and how you can help them to achieve their goals. It’s truly a win-win if you can acquire a profitable property for a rental property investor new to the business. By helping them to reach their cash flow goals you’re building a relationship that can lead to multiple purchases in the future.

It is easy to find the real estate investment clubs in your area. Simply go to Google and search for “YOUR CITY or STATE NAME real estate investment club”.

You will find the most up to date links to your local investment clubs so you can then click in and explore further.

Lastly, you may also want to try www.MeetUp.com and search for local real estate meetups in your area! If you can’t find one... Create one and host your own networking meetings.

**Clever In-Person Networking Tips:**

Below are a few in-person networking tips I wanted to share with you before we move on to the next cash buyer strategy. Whenever you are networking in-person you should always be prepared and never “wing it”. Go and get some professional business cards made with your name, job title (professional wholesaler), and cell phone.
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Whenever you do go to any professional networking events, I suggest writing down and memorizing your “30 Second Commercial” before you go. This is simply your elevator pitch of who you are and what you do. Keep it short, sweet, and to the point and remember to focus your pitch on how you “benefit” others. For instance you may say “My name is Cody and I specialize in helping real estate investors just like you uncover deeply discounted money making opportunities to either fix and flip or buy and hold. I am a great marketer so I keep running into off-market deals that you can’t find anywhere else. I would love to learn more about who you are and what you do so I can bring as much value as I can to our relationship. So…tell me about yourself….how did you get into real estate investing”?

The goal is to get the people you are networking with to do the majority of the talking. People love talking about themselves and they will enjoy networking with you if you give them a platform to show off! As a last little tip, try your hardest to remember people’s’ names. While this may be hard to do, I would suggest carrying around a little notepad or folder and a pen whenever you go to a networking event. This way, as soon as the conversation is over, you can jot down a quick note about the person, when you plan on following up with them, and how you believe you can benefit them.
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The real magic happens after the networking event is over. It happens when you call the person up and ask them out for a cup of coffee or lunch and truly get to know them outside of the networking event. You never know where that relationship will lead. They may become a great cash buyer to add to your VIP cash buyer list, a private money lender willing to lend you cash for your fix-n-flip deal, or a possible tired landlord wanting to sell a problem property.

**Bandit Signs**

You’ve seen these small, plastic roadside signs at street intersections, around parking lots, and various other places where homeowners drive by on a regular basis. They are there because they work. In this chapter we’re not talking about homeowners, however. That’s in the next chapter.

We’re going to talk about how bandit signs can attract cash investor buyers. Instead of the signs saying something like “I buy houses,” or “Cash for your house”, change up the message on your sign to find buyers. You want your bandit signs to look like they were made by a homeowner desperate to sell their home, or some other seller trying to sell cheap. The idea is to attract a cash investor buyer who is motivated to buy and close quickly on a really good deal.
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“But, I don’t have a house for sale!” Sure, you aren’t really selling a home cheap (yet). When you get a call from an investor, you simply tell them that you sold that home, but you’re a local wholesaler that specializes in locating deals and delivering them to your VIP cash buyers at below market prices. You have other targeted homes, but would need to know their requirements so you can bring them the right one. It’s a proven method of attracting cash buyers with signs like these:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Must Sell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% Below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Cash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 BR/2 BA Home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repairs, but has potential!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INVESTOR SPECIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/2/2 1600 Sq. Ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call 555-1212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It’s a good bet that a call on one of these signs in a certain neighborhood means that the investor was driving that area looking for opportunities. Now you know where they have an interest in buying, so all you need are a few more details and you can start a relationship that could be very profitable well into the future.

Remember that we’re approaching our wholesaling as if we’re cash poor, so we really need a cash buyer before we locate a property and lock it up for a deal. It’s not misleading to put out these signs, even though the investor who calls may realize they weren’t for real. Once you have them on the phone, they should be willing to tell you what they want on the chance that you will deliver it.

Classified Ads

Along the same lines as the bandit signs, you’re not going to get the amount of results you want by running an ad that says “Cash investors wanted.” Instead...you need to attract them with the right bait.

Using some of the same techniques and content, you’re running ads that present an extreme value home for sale at a discount in a good neighborhood.

You can use more words than on a small bandit sign and the ad will still usually be inexpensive. You should run them consistently and in the same location in the classifieds. Investors will get used to seeing them and at some point you may get that money call.
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When you get the call, you do the same, letting them know it sold, but you have others in the pipeline. Ask what they want and where, and their price criteria so you can check your properties for a match.

The key consideration here is that you really need to act once you get a lead like this. You don’t necessarily have to act overnight, but you should be back in touch soon with your progress and more questions if necessary. For this reason, before you run these ads or place those signs, you should have begun market research and have some prospective homes on your radar. You can get serious once you have a buyer in the wings. My two favorite classified sites are Craigslist.com and Backpage.com.

Craigslist

⭐ Apr 8 - LOCAL HANDYMAN! HOUSES WANTED! - (NORTHGLENN/THORNTON)
⭐ Apr 7 - My CASH for YOUR home!!!! Quick Cash, no more fees, no more hassle!! - (Denver Front range)
⭐ Apr 7 - I will pay Cash for your house! - $300000 / 1500ft² - (Denver Front range)
⭐ Apr 7 - I will pay Cash for your house! - $300000 / 1500ft² - (Denver Front range)
⭐ Apr 7 - I will pay Cash for your house! - $300000 / 1500ft² - (Denver Front range)
⭐ Apr 7 - **GET TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR ESTATE! *** - (denver metro area)
⭐ Apr 7 - Want to buy - workshop / Storage area - (mertro area & outlying )
⭐ Apr 7 - Need to sell your house fast? - (Colorado)
⭐ Apr 7 - WE BUY MOBILE HOMES AND PAY CASH FAST - (Colorado/Wyoming)
⭐ Apr 7 - !!!CASH for your house TODAY!!!! -
⭐ Apr 7 - When you need to sell your house - YOUR BEST STOP
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The screenshot from Craigslist shows the direct approach to finding cash buyers, as well as helping us to illustrate the power of online search. This was a straight search in the category “real estate wanted” with the keyword “cash.”

We’re immediately seeing ads run by cash real estate investors aggressively seeking homes. Or, and this is also true, maybe wholesalers using ads like these to locate homes for sale at a deep discount to value. You won’t know which until you contact the person who placed the ad. If it is a wholesaler, only a few minutes of your time is wasted. If it’s a real buyer, you have an opportunity.

Running ads to sell a house at below appraised value is another approach, just as what we discussed for bandit signs and classified ads. Craigslist is great because it’s free and you can be more descriptive without it costing you money.
This search was in “real estate for sale” with the keywords “below appraisal”. We’ll discuss this again in the chapter on locating properties, but for this chapter we are again seeing that we can run an ad to sell a home at a real value price to see if we can attract investors with cash.

A helpful feature in online searches like these is the “auto-complete” function. When you start typing in a search phrase, the site will show you other searches with the word(s) you’ve typed in them. These are searches others have used. So, starting to type “must” will get you “must sell,” and possibly other suggested phrases. This can help you to come up with searches you may not have considered before, but they’re being used by buyers and sellers.

Craigslist is a great resource, as it’s very popular and free. The only downside is there are scammers, so approach making contact with anyone who responds to your ads with care.

**Website or Blog**

Having a website or blog adds credibility to your real estate investing business, and empowers you to generate online cash buyer leads. Years ago I would use Wordpress (a blogging platform) that was free to download, but took some technical skills to set-up.

I got tired of all the complicated things I would have to do in [mmnt.ly/provensuccess](http://mmnt.ly/provensuccess)
order to have a high converting lead generating website. Things such as buying domain names, purchasing hosting, hiring a graphic designer and a web programmer, writing copy (the words on the web page) etc. I decided to create my own lead collection software that did two things extremely well… create multi-page websites and single page squeeze pages with the click of a button, then funnel those leads into a marketing system that does email, text, and direct-to-voicemail voice broadcasting.

I called it the M5 Automated Marketing Machine. It allows a non-tech savvy person (like me) to instantly have a beautiful wholesaling website(s) (where I can show my available properties) that automatically builds my cash buyer list because the site is optimized to rank high on search engines. The graphics are already done for you, the copy is already done for you, the follow up emails and texts are already done for you (the system drips out emails and texts to new leads auto-magically building a relationship with the leads for you). I even wrote a free ebook you can give away to entice potential cash buyers to join your VIP buyers list. Everything is done for you so you don’t have to think about anything… Just get the system and you will be up and running within 24 hours.

And the coolest part is, that any leads you collect using the M5, automatically funnel into an email marketer, and a text message marketer. It even funnels into some cool new technology that allows you to send a voicemail message to anyone on your list that bypasses their phone ringing and gets
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deposited directly into their voicemail inbox! So whenever you get a wholesale property under contract, you can simply log into your M5 and blast out the property to all your cash buyers via email, text, and/or voice broadcast. The cash buyers look at the deal and call you up to buy it. It really can be that simple IF you have the right technology in your business!

Having a website software where you don’t have to even think about hosting, graphic design, writing copy, creating ebooks or videos is a HUGE timesaver for the average, non-tech savvy real estate investor. With the M5…everything is one-for-you! Here is what one of the “done-for-you” VIP cash buyer squeeze pages looks like:

You can learn more about the **M5 Automated Marketing Machine** by visiting [http://www.AutomateYourRealEstate.com](http://www.AutomateYourRealEstate.com). The system sells for $297 one-time set-up fee and $97 a month (pays for all your [mmnt.ly/provensuccess](http://mmnt.ly/provensuccess))
hosting, email, text, and voice broadcasting). There are no contracts and you can cancel at anytime.

**Social Sites**

Social media can be a time wasting activity unless you get focused and deploy a specific strategy like generating cash buyers. The main social network that seems to work the best for finding cash buyers is LinkedIn.com.

**LinkedIn.com** is a professional social network where you can easily find real estate investing interest groups as well as other groups focused around a specific small business owner or profession. I suggest joining groups for “Doctors”, “Accountants”, and “Dentists”. These working professionals typically earn great money and may need a way to invest it!

The key to success on Linkedin is to take your time and be engaging. Unlike networking in person, online networking takes a while longer for people to feel comfortable with you. Spend the time necessary to build rapport with the members of your groups, and once you have done so then start introducing them to your wholesaling business.

**Leverage Your Power Team Members**

Your investor friendly real estate agent, closing agent, property manager, and real estate attorney probably know a
lot of local cash investors. Leverage their network by asking them to introduce you to their best clients and let them know that you will use them if any real estate deals are created because of the relationship!

**Your Own Seminars**

This one is for those of us who are more outgoing and like to help others with our expertise. However, if you’re going to be giving beginning real estate investment seminars to people interested in buying rental properties, you’re going to be generating your own leads and profiting from your help.

Think about a simple show-and-tell type of presentation in a hotel conference room, with a slide show of the benefits and higher return on investment from rental properties. A notebook computer and projector the hotel provides are all you need, and you do a PowerPoint presentation and just tell it like it is.

Who attends? You would market the FREE “Higher ROI from Rental Home Investment” seminar at retirement homes, with investment advisors, in classified ads, on your website and anywhere else where a soon-to-be retired or retired person may be exposed. You’re going to show them that they can do far better than the 3% returns on savings accounts and certificates of deposit.

**Do A Little Bit of Everything**

Every strategy in this chapter works to add cash investor buyers to your list. As you generate these leads make sure you
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take the time to get to know each cash buyer’s buying criteria and the ones that you feel are super serious buyers I suggest taking them to lunch or coffee. The more you get to know them, the higher your chances of selling them a deal!

Chapter 4

Locating Sellers & Properties

Now that we have a good understanding of finding cash buyers, let’s talk about finding motivated sellers. Just by the nature of our goals as a wholesaler, we know that we must be able to buy at a deep enough discount to sell to our investor customers, so both parties can make a profit. Because of this we need a significant discount from retail so we are looking for either distressed sellers, or distressed properties. A distressed seller is anyone experiencing severe financial or emotional pain at the moment, and getting cash into their
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pocket is the solution to their problem. A distressed property is any property that needs extensive repairs...in other words “ugly houses”.

Below are just some of the reasons a seller may want to sell quick for cash:

- Pending bankruptcy
- Foreclosure or default notice
- Behind in mortgage payments pre-notice
- Divorce
- Lost their job or salary cuts
- Delinquent property taxes
- Death in the family
- Medical bills
- Property is in probate / inherited an unwanted house
- Home is in need of extensive repairs
- Upside down in their mortgage
- Some unexpected deadline for selling
- Tired of being a landlord
- Legal troubles
- Title or deed issues
- Fire / water damage

So right now you might be asking yourself, “Why doesn’t the seller just list their property with a real estate agent”?

Well the answer is simple...selling traditionally takes time and selling to an “all cash” buyer is fast and easy. In many States, the average time it takes to sell a house via the MLS is mmnt.ly/provensuccess
60-100+ days. Also, when selling traditionally the seller must find a real estate agent, pay commissions, hold open houses, pay for the property to be maintained while the real estate agent is marketing it, pay closing costs, and even after all of that, the buyer will typically get an inspection and use the needed repairs to negotiate down the price. Many sellers value speed and simplicity over selling traditionally...and that’s why wholesalers are around. We create a “win/win” value proposition to our sellers. We get a good deal and they get fast cash in their pocket, without all the typical hassles of selling traditionally.

In the rest of this chapter we will discuss a number of marketing strategies and techniques for finding motivated sellers that are working for wholesalers around the country. Some or all of them may work for you, but you’ll need to adapt and evaluate them in the context of your local market area and the investor competitive environment.

Remember your value as a wholesaler is solving homeowners financial situations and providing investors with good deals. At the end of the day, two skills contribute directly to your bottom line:

- Your ability to locate properties you can acquire at deep discounts to current market value.
- Your negotiation skills on the buying and selling sides of the process. (Scripts coming up in a later chapter)
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Free Methods For Finding Sellers

Let’s start off with some of my favorite free methods for finding motivated sellers.

These will include driving for dollars, placing ads on online classified sites, in-person networking, online social networking, making offers on MLS properties, your website / blog (SEO), and co-wholesaling other wholesalers’ inventory.

Driving For Dollars

As long as there have been cars, there have been real estate investors driving around looking for possible deals. The key to successfully “driving for dollars” is understanding what to look for as you drive around. Boarded up windows, overgrown landscaping, mail / phone books / door hangers piled up on the front door, foreclosure notices posted on the garage or front of the property, fire damage, piled up trash on the property, or anything that may indicate that the property is abandoned or in distress.

Once you find a property that may be a candidate, snap a quick photo of the front of the property and write down the address. If you are an outgoing person and feel comfortable, mmnt.ly/provensuccess
get out of your car and go knock on the door to see if anyone is home. If they are, then let them know that you are a local investor looking to buy a house in the neighborhood for cash and you were out talking to all the neighbors to see if they knew anyone interested in selling. If it is vacant, then go knock on the neighbors door and see if you can get any information about the subject property such as who owned it, how long has it been vacant, do they have the owner's contact info etc.

Once you get back to your home or office, look up the address of the property in the county tax records. There is a website that you should be able to use to find your State's tax assessor's website and it is called www.NETRonline.com. Click on “Public Records Online” then click on your State then choose your County. It should give you all the information for any public offices, including your local tax assessor's website and phone number.

The goal is to look up who the “owner of record” is in the tax record database and find what their “taxable mailing address” is. This is the address where the owner of the property receives their mail. Remember this may be different than the physical property address, which is the address that you wrote down when driving for dollars. Now you have their address and name so you can do a quick search on www.WhitePages.com to see if you can dig up their phone number. Also, you can send them a letter (mailed to their taxable mailing address) explaining you want to pay cash for their abandoned property!
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The reason I wanted you to snap a quick photo of the front of the property is because I recommend sending a flyer that looks like this:

As you can see this little flyer automatically grabs the seller’s attention, and they can tell you actually drove by the property and are serious about making an offer.

Take a different route each day when running errands, going to work, or simply go drive around for 30 minutes each day in your target areas!

**Online Classified Ads**

When a homeowner is trying to sell their home “For Sale By Owner” (FSBO), often times they look towards online classified sites like [www.Craigslist.com](http://www.Craigslist.com), [www.Backpage.com](http://www.Backpage.com), or a posting site like [www.ForSaleByOwner.com](http://www.ForSaleByOwner.com) to market their properties.

For instance on Craigslist.com, you can click on “real estate for sale” under the “housing” section. Then at the top of the

![Is this your property?](https://example.com/is-this-your-property)

Sincerely,

Cody Sperber


480-719-XXXX <----Call Me Today.

Sell Quick For Cash, LLC
XOXO S. Gilbert Rd STE 1-295 Chandler, AZ 85249 / 480-719-XXXX
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page click on the little “owner” link to choose listings by owners only. Then click the drop down menu and change “any housing type” to “houses” or whatever property type you are searching for. The goal is to filter out any listing that isn’t a true FSBO.

Then you can contact the owner through the contact information on the listing and see if they would be interested in receiving an all cash offer on their property! You can also do this same technique with “for rent by owner” (FORBO’s) on these same websites and Section 8 landlords found on www.SocialServe.com.

Section 8 vouchers are given to low income households to
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use as a rental housing allowance and private landlords advertise their available properties on the above mentioned web-site. You can call them and ask them if they “like” being a landlord, or if they would rather cash out and do something else with their money. If they have an interest in selling, you can then make them an all cash offer. This same process can be done with any online classified or posting site where landlords or sellers post their properties.

**Clever Tip -** You can also ask the landlords you find on www.SocialServe.com if they have any interest in having you serve up significantly discounted wholesale deals to them so they can add more properties in their portfolio. Many times these landlords will make great cash buyers you can add to your VIP cash buyer database!

**In-Person Networking**

Real estate has been and always will be a “relationship” business. Your wealth will be a direct result of the number and quality of relationships you have, so become great at
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networking in-person. Start with ordering some professional business cards (different than your cards used for cash buyers) that have your name, title, and contact information on them. ([www.Google.com/Voice](http://www.Google.com/Voice)) and registering a professional email address to put on your cards. I also suggest using a P.O. Box that doesn’t sound like a P.O. Box, like the ones you can rent at the local UPS store. They give you a suite # so it sounds more official! At the end of the day, just try and avoid using your personal contact information and NEVER use a goofy email address like [hotmamma77@yahoo.com](mailto:hotmamma77@yahoo.com)!

Now that you have some business cards, start networking by telling everyone you know (your co-workers, family members, friends at church, people you meet while pumping gas etc.) about your interest in buying properties for cash. Let them know that you have a simple program that allows a homeowner a fast, no-hassle sale with no fees. Explain that they can avoid making any repairs or paying any closing costs or sales commissions. If they have a property for sale, they simply need to call you and within hours you can have a solid all-cash offer in their hands and close on a date of their choosing.

The goal with in-person networking is to focus your pitch of the “benefits” you bring to the table. Focus on finding out “why” the seller wants / needs to sell and what they plan on doing with the money once they get it. This will give you some insight into their reasons for selling and allow you to take the sellers “temperature”. If they are truly motivated, you can easily create a “win-win” offer that allows you to buy at a big [mmnt.ly/provensuccess](http://mmnt.ly/provensuccess)
enough discount, while helping to solve the homeowner’s problems.

Online Social Networking

In the previous chapter, we discussed building your cash buyer list by networking through the online social website, Linkedin.com. When it comes to finding motived sellers, Facebook.com seems to work the best. The main reason is you can easily spread the word about your “cash for houses” business by posting on your timeline, changing your banner graphic to explain what you do and how a seller can get a hold of you, and by joining local groups and getting involved in the conversations.

The key is spreading the word to as many people as you can so they come to you if they have a property they are looking to sell quick for cash. And remember to let everyone know that if they send you a deal, you can pay them a “finders fee” of $500 or $1000. so they are motivated to send potential leads your way!

Clever Tip - If you want to get a cool banner graphic made, I suggest hiring someone off of www.Fiverr.com. It is a website where you can hire talented people to do things for $5 bucks. Go on the site, create a free account, and hire a graphic designer to create you a killer “cash for houses” graphic you can use for your Facebook banner!

mmnt.ly/provensuccess
Making Offers On MLS Properties

This method for finding deals requires you networking with an investor friendly real estate agent and having them make “lowball” offers on deals found on the MLS. You will need a Proof Of Funds (POF) to go along with your offer if you want to be taken seriously, but that is really your only hurdle. Have your agent make offers on foreclosures, short sales, bank owned properties, and government owned homes (HUD houses). Also have them make offers on properties with high “days on market”, as well as “goofy” properties that are unusual for the neighborhood. For example, houses that are 2 bedroom 1 baths in a neighborhood full of 3 bedroom 2 bath houses. Basically any ugly or unusual house a rehabber could add value to by bringing it up to current market standards or by adding square footage!

Clever Tip - In a future chapter we will discuss how to structure your wholesale offers, but since we are talking about buying houses off the MLS this is a good spot to talk about funding requirements. Many times when buying from a bank (REO’s and Short Sales), they will require you to actually close on the deal prior to being able to flip it. In other words, they won’t allow you to “assign” or “double close” your contract. Because of this many investors use “Transactional Funding” to take down the property then immediately flip it to their back-end cash buyer. You can google “transactional funding for real estate” and learn more about it, but it is essentially 100% short term funding for investors that want to
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quick-flip a property and already have the back-end cash buyer lined up.

I suggest using a transactional lender that is recommended from an other investor that has used them in the past, or try checking out crowd-funding websites like www.PatchofLand.com or my favorite… www.Lendinghome.com to see if they will fund your deals.

Last tip is to make sure that there are no “deed restrictions” when buying an REO or short sale. A deed restriction will limit your ability to quickly re-sell the property to your back-end cash buyer. Ask your Agent to ensure that there are no deed restrictions prior to you closing on the deal!

Website or Blog

Having credibility is important when working with motivated sellers so having a website / blog where they can learn about your expertise as well as who you are and how you can help them is a great idea. A simple 4-5 page website / blog will do the trick and I would not spend a ton of money or time trying to make it too fancy. I suggest starting off with the following pages (Home, About Us, Cash For Houses, Blog, Contact Us). My M5 Automated Marketing Machine technology (www.AutomateYourRealEstate.com) will do the trick, but if you want to go at it alone, I recommend a website built on Wordpress.
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The key to successfully generating motivated seller leads through your website or blog is to consistently post fresh, relevant, and localized content to it on a regular basis. Focus each page around 1 or 2 localized keyword phrases. By doing this you are “optimizing” your page for search engines (SEO). Some examples of highly optimized keyword phrases would be “Cash for Arizona houses”, or “I buy ugly Chandler, Arizona houses for cash”. By writing articles around a particular topic and placing your highly optimized keyword phrases throughout the article search engines are more likely to show your website as a result when someone types in that particular phrase.

Here are some other suggestions for page / blog post content:

• What to Do When You Get a Notice of Default in (Your State)
• What Are The Steps In (Your State’s) Foreclosure Process?
• How To Sell Your (State) House Fast For Cash.
• The Realities Of The (State) Short Sale Process.
• 5 Tips For Avoiding Foreclosure In (State)
• Why Selling To A Real Estate Investor Is A Great Choice
• How To Get Top Dollar For Your House Within 3 Days.

You’ll think of more, especially when you’re asked questions from homeowners. Nearly every question a homeowner asks is a good topic for an article or blog post! At the end of the day, make sure you collect the seller's name, email and phone
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number from them using an “opt-in form” placed on the right hand side of your website or blog. This form (and your phone number) should be on every page giving the seller the highest amount of opportunities to connect with you.

Clever Tip - Optimizing your Meta and Title Tags on each page to coincide with your optimized keyword phrases is a great idea. Meta Tags are read by search engines so they understand what each page is about so they can index them properly. Each page can have its own set of Meta and Title Tags, so match them up with your optimized keyword phrases to get better results!

Co-Wholesaling Other Wholesalers Inventory

One of the reasons I chose to start off having you focus on finding cash buyers first is so you can easily start co-wholesaling other wholesalers inventory to them. This is a completely free way to make some quick cash without having to spend any money on marketing to find Deals. Simply network with other local wholesalers and market their deals to your cash buyers.

The key to legally being able to do this without having to have a real estate license is getting the wholesaler to sign an “option” contract with you, giving you the option to buy the property at a certain price. Once you have your “option” agreement executed, you can now legally re-market the property to your cash buyers because you are now a
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“principal” in the transaction.

I teach this strategy in detail (and give you an awesome Flex Option agreement) in both my Fast Track Profit System course and my Quick Flips For BIG Profits courses. You can learn more by checking out my free Fast Track Profit System webclass I put on by visiting http://www.RealEstateWebclass.com/Webclass or my Quick Flips For BIG Profits video at http://QuickFlipsForBigProfits.com.

Clever Tip - The best places to find other wholesalers is by searching “cash for houses” companies online (Google / Yahoo), and by searching in Craigslist.com for ads from “cash for houses” companies. Call them up and ask them what they do with the houses once they have them under contract and see if they work with local investors to buy / sell their deals. You can also ask your closing agent, real estate agent, or even local hard money lenders, and see if they have any local wholesalers they could connect you with!

Paid Methods For Finding Sellers

Now that we covered some of the best “free” ways for finding sellers, let’s talk about how you could add some rocket fuel to your business and generate a ton more motivated seller leads. These methods include Direct Mail, Bandit Signs, and Pay Per Click (PPC). While they may cost money, you have to think of it as an investment into your business and not an expense. If done the right way, these three methods will generate more motivated seller leads than you can handle. This is how me and all my wealthy buddies ramped up our wholesaling businesses
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and dominated our local markets.

**Direct Mail**

By far the best “paid” marketing method for generating motivated seller leads is direct mail...also known as direct response marketing. The concept works like this. You create (or buy) a highly targeted mailing list (probate, inherited properties, foreclosure, high equity) and mail the owner of record a highly optimized postcard, letter, or yellow letter. The key is not winging it. Only mail proven mail pieces to proven mailing lists. If done correctly you should expect between a 2-5% response rate depending on the list and mail piece.

My favorite mailing list is the “high equity non-owner occupied” list pulled from www.Listability.com. These are essentially landlords that have properties with tons of equity in them and for one reason or another (sick of tenant’s, property got trashed and tenant moved out, landlord wants to retire) they now want to sell.
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If you contact Listability and tell them you know Cody Sperber from CleverInvestor.com they will help you pull the list and give you a little discount! Then I mail out a simple 4.25 by 6 inch yellow and black postcard I call the “Magic Bullet”. Below is my magic bullet postcard and the text inside the top pink dashed line is the headline, the text inside the blue dashed line is the body, and the text inside the bottom pink dashed line is the P.S. section.

**Magic Bullet Postcard Example:**

**Front…**

Hey <First Name>,

We want to buy your property at <Site Address>

I would like to pay you cash for your property. I have helped over 1000 satisfied homeowners and would like to help you as well by coming to a win/win deal. I pay fair value, will take the property "as-is" and we can close whenever you're ready. For a fair all-cash offer please call me immediately as we are looking at several other properties in your neighborhood.

Sue Smith
123 Main St.
Olivenhain, CA 12345
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These sections are the most important ingredients to any direct mail piece. Your headline should be attention grabbing, your body should explain how you can benefit the seller along with your contact information, and the P.S. section should create scarcity and remind the seller to keep the mail piece in case they want to sell at a later date.

And as you can see, the card is simple in design but don’t let that fool you. I have tested every aspect of this card and mailed out over 800,000 of them just in the last 2 years. It’s cheap (around $.30-.35 per card) and typically converts around 3-5%. I have designed and tested dozens of mail pieces over the years just like this one, and on average I bring in around 500-1000 motivated seller leads a month from direct
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Below are a couple of suggestions to pull other highly targeted mailing lists:

**Inherited Properties** - [www.USLeadsList.com](http://www.USLeadsList.com)

**Foreclosure / Pre-Foreclosure** - [www.Realtytrac.com](http://www.Realtytrac.com)

**High Equity, Owner Occupied** - [www.Listability.com](http://www.Listability.com)

**Probates** - [www.USProbateLeads.com](http://www.USProbateLeads.com) or pulled for free down at your local courthouse.

So now that you have your list and your first postcard, you might be asking yourself, “how do I send out postcards or letters on a mass scale? I have never done anything like this before”. Well, most investors use a system called [www.Click2Mail.com](http://www.Click2Mail.com). And I used to as well, but I found that the process for sending mail is complicated and takes a long time. Sometimes it would take me 30 minutes to get my mailing piece formatted correctly only to have the system “time out” and I would have to start all over. So a few years ago I decided to build my own customized mailing portal that housed all my highly optimized direct mailing pieces. My direct mail portal makes sending postcards, letters, and yellow letters super easy and lightning fast. Within 1-3 minutes you could mail out as many mail pieces as you wanted without having to be good with technology!

Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending how you look at it) I only give my high-end mentoring students access to the [mmnt.ly/provensuccess](http://mmnt.ly/provensuccess)
portal. I do this because it is a HUGE competitive advantage to having access to an arsenal of proven mail pieces and highly targeted mailing lists. I’m not kidding, once you crack the direct mail code, it’s like adding rocket fuel to your wholesaling business!

**SPECIAL INVITE** - To learn more about joining my real estate investing mentoring program please take a second and visit [www.MentoringApplication.com/Cody](http://www.MentoringApplication.com/Cody) and watch the short video. Honestly it’s not for everyone, but it may be the perfect fit for you. I am looking for positive, motivated people that have a passion for making money and having fun. If you are someone that has a strong “why” and a drive that compels you to change your life, then I want to talk with you. Trust me when I say this, having mentors and consultants in your business is how you will move from one level to the next.

When I first started in this business, I winged it, and let’s just say I didn’t get too far. Once my mentor showed me the blueprint, I was able to get my business up and off the ground and started making some serious money. Over the years I have spent a small fortune hiring mentors and consultants and each time my business has grown considerably and so has my bank account. Smart people understand how to leverage other people’s’ skills and knowledge, and that is exactly what you will be doing when you become a mentoring student with me and my team.

**Bandit Signs**

Just like using bandit signs to market for cash buyers, these
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little roadside signs are a great way to generate motivated seller leads. By simply changing the message on the signs and placing them in high visibility areas, you can easily generate tons of high quality leads for around $1.00 per sign. Below are some example bandit signs I have used in the past:

![Bandit Signs Examples](image)

The key to successfully generating motivated seller leads with bandit signs is realizing you only have 2-3 seconds to grab a driver's attention, so make your headline and phone number the most prominent feature of your signs. White signs with black or red font works great and if you are in an area with a lot of snow, I suggest using yellow signs with black font. Lastly, I like using the 12 x 18 inch signs because they are cheaper and tend to stay up longer than the standard 18 x 24 inch ones.

*Clever Tip* - These signs work best in lower income / working
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class neighborhoods, and I suggest placing your signs out late afternoon on a Friday and pick them back up Sunday night. The reason you want to do this is to avoid getting a ticket from code enforcement or harassed by anyone for placing the signs.

Pay Per Click (PPC)

Many distressed homeowners choose to research their options online by searching common localized search phrases like “cash for Arizona houses”, or “sell my Arizona house for cash”. A simple way to get your lead generating website to show up at the top of the search results is to pay Google or Yahoo to display your website in their paid results section. Typically costing between $1-5 per click depending on how competitive your local market is, PPC is the fastest way to get noticed online, even if you just launched your website and have no organic web presence. Below is a list of commonly searched phrases to give you some inspiration when setting up your PPC campaign:

We Buy Ugly Houses City, State Cash For State Houses
Sell House Fast State For Sale By Owner In City, State Sell My City House For Cash Stop Foreclosure In State Short Sale Help City, State Sell House Quick City, State We Buy Houses Companies In City, State Fast Cash For State Houses

To advertise using PPC, I suggest starting with Google first. Visit [www.Google.com/Adwords](http://www.Google.com/Adwords) and watch their tutorial, set up an account, and create a small text ad budget of around [mmnt.ly/provensuccess](http://mmnt.ly/provensuccess)
$10 a day. Run your ads for 5-7 days and track the results. PPC leads are a little expensive, but highly qualified leads that convert well. Just one deal could pay for an entire year’s worth of PPC campaigns!!!

That’s Both Ends – Now The Middle

We’ve covered how to build a buyer list full of eager cash investors, and we’ve seen how we can locate the product we’ll be delivering to them. Now let’s go through the information collection process so we can best serve the seller.
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Now that you have leads pouring into your business, it’s time to discuss the proper way to collect information from motivated sellers so you can do your due diligence and negotiate a good purchase price. This is probably the most important chapter in this book because it took me sitting down with over 1000 homeowners to develop my techniques. If you master the art of negotiating you will become an unstoppable money making machine, and I am excited to share some of my best kept secrets with you.
The basic information you need to collect from a seller is:

- **Property Characteristics** (Address, Beds, Baths, Parking, Pool, Stories, Square Footage, Lot Size, Year Built, and Estimated Repairs)
- **Seller Characteristics** (Name, Phone, Email, What The Seller Thinks The Property Is Worth, What They Want For The Property, What They Owe, and Total # Of Sellers)
- **Seller’s) Motivation** (Why, What, How Fast)

Now some of this information will be collected directly from the Seller during your first phone call with them. However, many times the Seller forgets or guesses some of the information, so the next step in verifying the information (or filling in the blanks) is using the local tax records. You can find your local county’s tax assessors office by visiting [http://www.NetrOnline.com](http://www.NetrOnline.com) or by googling “________County Assessor’s Office”.

When you are on the tax assessor’s website, verify that the Seller you were speaking with is actually the Seller of Record and that EVERY seller on title is on board and present during your conversations. Then verify the property size (sq. ft.), pool or no pool, and write down the Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) for your records. You will use this later when you write up your offer.

Below are some questions I typically ask the seller during my [mmnt.ly/provensuccess](http://mmnt.ly/provensuccess)
first phone conversation with them other than the typical “so tell me about the property” stuff:

- Tell me Mr. Seller, what’s happening in your life to make you want to sell me this property here today? (This tells me the sellers “why”)

- So let me ask you this…what do you plan on doing with the money once I make you an offer you can’t refuse? (This tells me “what” they need the money for)

- And if I were to make you an all-cash offer on your property here today…are you able to wait the traditional 30 days to receive your cash, or would you like it in your pocket as fast as 10 days? (This tells me their “level” of motivation)

The key to successfully negotiating a good deal with a motivated seller is to build rapport with them and understand how to construct an offer that “benefits” them. At the end of the day people do business with people they “feel” like they know and trust. Spend as much time as needed asking questions and being a good listener.

Reply every once in a while using the seller’s name to show them that you are present and focused on the conversation. If the seller likes you, you understand their “why” and come up with a creative solution to solving their housing problems, then you probably will get the deal!
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Quick Sniff Test (3 Easy Steps)

By the end of the first conversation with the seller you should have all the information you need to start doing your “due diligence”. Due diligence is defined as the investigation or audit of a potential investment opportunity. It starts with going to the tax records as suggested above. This is step #1. Then step #2 is going to Google Maps to do some online scouting of the subject property and neighborhood to see if there is anything that might affect the value of the property. Industrial areas, main roads / freeways, and power lines are all examples of stuff to watch out for. Sometimes I even just google the address of the subject property to see what comes up! Then step #3 is visiting www.Zillow.com and pulling up the “zestimate” of the property to get a gut check on what houses are selling for in the area. Even though a “zestimate” isn’t always accurate, it is still a great starting point!

Between what the seller said they wanted for the property, what they said they owed on the property, and what your preliminary research shows, you should start to paint a picture of whether or not there is a potential deal here. Remember…we are looking for motivation and equity. If this
quick sniff test leads you to believe there is, then it is time to do a more comprehensive analysis of the property.

The CMA, Comparative Market Analysis

By far, the most useful tool you’ll have for property valuation is the one used by real estate agents and appraisers around the country, and it’s the Comparative Market Analysis (or CMA for short).

It’s not an exact science because value is subjective!!!

Whether an appraiser or a real estate agent, the valuation process and the CMA will not be a hard number that everyone will agree upon. Each person doing the valuation has their choice of “comps,” the comparable properties they want to use in the calculation. These choices will change the end result. There can be valid reasons for ruling out one property or choosing another.

Even when two real estate agents use the same comps, they often come up with different values. This is due to their adjustments to the comps’ selling prices. We’ll look at how adjustments are done to bring comps with different features into line with the subject property. It’s not always possible to find three or more recently sold homes all with the same number of bedrooms, baths, square footage and other variables.

Here are the basic process steps before we do an example CMA:
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• Note the features and specifications of the subject property you’re seeking to value.
• Choose recently sold comparable properties in the same or nearby neighborhood, with features as similar to the subject property as possible.
• Try and find comparable properties that have sold within the last 3 months, within the same subdivision or 1/2 mile, +/- 400 sq. ft. in size, and +/- 5 years of age, with the same characteristics as the subject property (pool, garage size, story etc.)
• If you can’t find “good” comps move further out before you move back in time!
• Adjust the comp sold prices for differences.
• Use the average of those prices to value the subject property.

In most cases you will rely on your investor friendly real estate agent with access to the MLS to help you complete a CMA, but if you don’t have one yet, you can “buy” your way into a system that provides similar data from sites like http://www.RealQuest.com. The end goal is to have access to recently sold data so you can come up with a realistic current market value. Then, we can be assured that we’re going to buy at a nice discount to that value.
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Let’s look at an example:

**The Subject Property**

We’re seeking to determine the current market value of a home with these major features and characteristics:

- 3 bedrooms
- 2 baths
- Normal lot size for neighborhood/subdivision
- 1900 square foot in size
- 2 car enclosed and attached garage
- No pool
- House built in 1998

In this example, we want to wholesale the home to one of our cash rental property investors, and we know that they will want to buy at no more than 85% of current market value. We’re negotiating with a distressed owner, and the home is in ready-to-rent condition, so there’s no need for repair considerations.

**Selecting the Comparable Properties**

There have been multiple sales in the same neighborhood and one subdivision over, and it’s very similar, so we’re going to have a good choice of comps. However, some adjustments must be made. The first major factor is when they were sold. We definitely want to use comps sold as recently in the past as possible, definitely no more than 3 months or so in the past.
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We work with our investor friendly real estate agent who is happy to share sold data with us from the Multiple Listing Service (MLS), as this is going to be more current and accurate than some of the big real estate sites like Zillow.com.

Comp #1

This home is just a street or two away from our subject property:
- 3 bedrooms
- 2 baths
- 2 car garage
- 2000 square foot in size
- Built in 1999
- Sold for $176,000 three weeks ago
- No Pool

We’re really close with home characteristics, close enough that we could just work with this comp as it stands. However, since we want to be as accurate as possible, we want to adjust the sold price for the difference in size.

$176,000 / 2000 = $88/square foot
$88 X 100 = $8,800

This is our first adjustment. Because this home is larger, we’re assuming that it sold for approximately $8,800 more than it would have if it were 1900 square foot in size, like our subject property. So, we want to subtract that $8,800 from the actual sold price to bring it down to what it would have been if the home were smaller.
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$176,000 - $8,800 = $167,200

This is the approach you take with any adjustment. You’re adjusting the sold price of the property to more accurately reflect what it would have sold for if it were almost exactly comparable in characteristics to our subject property.

Comp #2

This home is in the nearby subdivision, but it’s very similar and no adjustment needs to be made for location:

- 2 Bedrooms
- 2 Baths
- 2 car garage
- 1700 square feet
- Built 1997
- Sold 45 days ago for $154,000

Now we need to make an adjustment for the fewer bedrooms. We would assume that this home would sell for less, approximately by the value of a bedroom. We’re not working with the cost to do a remodel addition, but the lesser cost that would have been the case when the home was built.

Don’t get too analytical here, as it’s all just “estimations.” However, you could consult with a local appraiser and ask them to give you the values they use for bedrooms, baths, and garage spaces. Or, if they’re really good and experienced, a real estate agent could help you. In this example, let’s say that you decide that an additional bedroom would have raised
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the value of this home by around $11,000 if it had been built-in originally.

$154,000 + $11,000 = $165,000

We’re assuming that the home would have sold for around $165,000 if it had that extra bedroom. However, we have another adjustment to make as well, the square footage. You have two possible approaches. You can assume that this would be accounted for with the bedroom adjustment, and just ignore it. Or, you can make another adjustment for the 200 square foot difference. One approach would be to split the difference, as a bedroom would not normally be 200 square feet in size, more like 12 x 12, or 144 square feet. The 56 square foot difference is how we’ll approach it:

$154,000 (original sold price) / 1700 sq ft = $91/sq ft
\$91 \times 56 = \$5,096

$165,000 (adjusted value) + $5,096 = \$170,096

As you can see, we had choices in whether to do a size adjustment and the number of square feet we would use. You can see that this isn’t a hard numbers game, but more of an estimation process guided by experience you’ll gain over time. Getting help from an investor friendly real estate agent is always a good thing in the beginning!

Comp #3

Since we’ve seen how we make adjustments, we’ll use a home
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with all of the same basic characteristics as our subject property. It sold in the same neighborhood two months before for $179,000 and is roughly comparable in square footage as well. So, we’re using **$179,000** for our comp sold price.

**The Calculation Wrap-up**

Since we’ve adjusted our sold prices for square footage, we’re using the subject property’s 1900 square foot size to apply to an average of the three adjusted sold property prices of the comps:

\[
\frac{167,200 + 170,096 + 179,000}{3} = 172,099
\]

\[
\frac{172,099}{1900} = 91/\text{square foot}
\]

Since we’ve already adjusted for the square footage to approximate our subject home, we really don’t need that last calculation, as our average is $172,099. This is the approximate value of our subject property in the current market.

We could have taken a different approach and not done square footage adjustments for each comparable. Then we would simply have gotten the average of our adjusted prices (adjusted only for characteristics other than size) and divided by the average of their true square foot sizes. The result would be very close, and many agents prefer that approach for simplicity.

We know that our investor will only pay up to 85% of value, so
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we will be selling to them for approximately $146,000. Now we simply decide what our costs will be to get the deal done and subtract out what we want for our wholesale profit. Then we will know the most we’ll pay for the property.

**Estimating Repairs**

One of the best parts of being a real estate wholesaler is that you don’t need to become an expert in estimating repairs. In fact, when I first started I knew nothing about construction. I had never rehabbed a house, and god forbid I had to fix anything around the house. What I realized very early on, is a solid estimate will do. Below are some basic renovation numbers to help you get a feel for construction costs:

*Kitchen w/ New Cabinets, Granite Countertops & Stainless Steel Appliances: $6,000 - $9000*
*Bathroom w/ New Vanity, Toilet, & Shower/Tub: $2,000 - $4,000*
*New Roof (1000 Sqft. House): $3,000 - $5,000*
*Interior Paint (1000 Sq. Ft. House): $1,000 - $1,500*
*Exterior Paint (1000 Sq. Ft. House): $1,000 - $1,500*
*Flooring (1000 Sq. Ft. House):
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$3,000 - $6,000 New A/C Unit: $3,000-$4,000
Plumbing: $1,000 - $2,500
Electrical: $5,00 - $2,500
General Demolition: $1,000 - $1,500
Pulling Permits: $500 - $1,000

At the end of the day a 1000 - 1500 sq. ft. house would cost around $25,000 - $40,000 to completely remodel depending on what you did. Most of my rehabs on smaller houses came in around $30,000, so if I walk into a small house that needs new flooring, kitchen, bath(s), general landscaping, and paint inside and out, I typically use that number.

A Quick Formula To Use When In A Hurry...

Many times as wholesalers we use what is called the Maximum Allowable Offer Formula to quickly come up with a max offer price. The formula looks like this:

\[
MAO = \left( ARV \times \text{Investor Discount} \right) - \text{Est. Repairs} - \text{Est. Closing Costs} - \text{Your Wholesaler Fee}
\]

So let’s just say you believe that after doing your online research, houses that are fully fixed up and up-to-date are selling for approximately $150,000. But the subject property you are looking at needs around $20,000 in repairs to get to “fully fixed up status”. You call your closing agent and ask them what expected closing costs on a $150,000 cash sale would be and they tell you $1400. You also believe that after talking with most of your cash buyers, they want at least a 20% discount from retail before they will even look at a deal.
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In addition, you want to make at least $10,000 for your wholesale fee. Let’s plug these estimates into our formula...

\[
MAO = (150,000 \times 0.80) - 20,000 - 1,400 - 10,000
\]

\[
MAO = 88,680
\]

** Notice how I used the reciprocal of the 20% discount (I used .80 or 80%) just to cut down on the extra step of subtracting out the discount from the first half of the equation.

As a reminder, this is NOT a hard number, but instead a quick estimate of the highest you should pay IF you want to make $10,000 and be able to sell it quickly to a typical cash buyer. I have went over my MAO time and time again and still made a profit because at the end of the day my perception of value is different than everyone else. Maybe a local rehabber believes they can do the repairs for less, or that the property is really worth $160,000 ARV. Since you are in the business of controlling and not owning, I suggest you get the property under contract at the best price you can negotiate. If you can’t find a back-end cash buyer because you are into the property for too much money, just renegotiate or walk- away.

**Time To Go See The Property**

Hopefully by now you have a good understanding of what the property is worth, you have a general idea of what you want to offer, and you have spent enough time on the phone speaking with the seller and building rapport. Now it is time
to go and see the property in person. Your goal is to verify all your research you found online about the deal and hopefully meet with the seller in-person and make your offer. Print out all the comps you used when valuing the property and go drive them prior to viewing the subject property. Confirm what you see on paper is what you see in person and make any adjustments necessary if the comp is worse or better than your subject property.

If You Can Meet With The Seller

Meeting with the seller in-person (because they live in or near the subject property) is the best possible option since it gives you the ability to see the property and continue negotiating down the price. I suggest bringing a Purchase and Sale Agreement, two pens (one black and one red), a yellow legal note pad, business cards and all your online research with you to the appointment. I would dress professionally and remember to smile and give a firm handshake when you first meet with the seller.

Below is the typical process I follow when meeting with a motivated seller:

1. I spend the first 10-15 minutes building more rapport and trying to connect emotionally with the seller. I typically look around the house for visual clues of things I can chit chat about with the seller. For example…if they have a pet or children I would talk about my kids and my bulldog Sully. I have pre-loaded
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pictures of the kids and my dog on my smart phone, which I show them at this time. Also I spend time repeating their “why” and continue helping them visualize what they are going to be doing with the money once they get it. Lastly I also try and tell a joke or two just to keep the mood light.

2. Then I go on a property tour taking notes on my yellow legal pad with a red pen. I ask the seller to point out anything that may need repaired or updated. I take pictures along the way using my smart phone.

3. Then I ask the seller to sit down with me to review our options. This is where I transition into making my initial all-cash offer. I try and sit next to the seller and I always mirror their positioning and body language. Here is an example of how I transition into making my offer:

“Well Bob after seeing the property in person I am confident we can come to an agreement here today that we both will feel good about. And even though the property needs more work than I anticipated like the _ and __, I believe I can get my partner on board with us as well. Now I know on the phone we discussed us making you an offer around $___, but after seeing the property in person and driving all the comparable sales and available properties I am comfortable paying up to $___ for the property here today. Should I put this down on paper and go over the contract with you?”
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The key is to start your offer low and work your way up. After you make the initial offer immediately stop talking, reach out your hand, and stare at the seller’s eyes. If they say YES, then shake their hand and say congratulations and don’t say anything else. Immediately proceed into filling out your contract, reviewing it with them, and getting them to sign it.

If they say NO (and you should expect this response) then put your hand back down and ask them what is preventing them from signing the contract with you right now. Use active listening and focus on overcoming their objections. Some common objections are:

**Objection** - I really need $\_\_ to make this work for me.

**My Response** - Hmm. (PAUSE) Jeez (first name) I completely understand why you would want $\_\_ for the property, and I would never want to lose a deal over a few thousand dollars...but the fact of the matter is I can (or have) show(n) you proof what houses like yours are selling for and I don’t think my partner will overpay for this property. Now I am willing to be flexible if you will as well. Why don’t I step outside and call my business partner and see if I can’t get him/her to come up in price. Sound fair?

Then go outside and call your partner (wife, husband, friend, dog) and when you go back inside say:

Well (first name) I have great news. After reviewing your situation and property with my partner I got him/her up. Now it is not at your number, but at least they are being flexible
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and I have authority to write this up here today. I can offer you $__ and of course I will be covering all traditional closing costs so this will be a “net” number to you minus any loans you have on the property. Do we have a deal?

**Objection** - I have other investors that are interested in the property that I want to speak with before I accept your offer.

**My Response** - Well (first name), it’s obvious that you are a savvy seller and it’s smart to shop around, but the fact of the matter is I am here with you right now willing to work out a win/win deal. At the end of the day I only want to do business with people I know and trust…and I feel comfortable putting $__ in your pocket with the property in its current condition. But if I leave here today I am going to move on to another deal. So let’s take a step back and see what we can work out. Sound fair?

**Objection** - I am not in a hurry and would like to think about your offer.

**My Response** - Ahh (first name) so what you are telling me is that IF you could get enough money to **(their why)** and maybe have a little extra cash in your pocket afterwards that you would feel more comfortable singing with me here today. So why don’t you just throw out a number that would tip you over the edge and get you to sign my contract here today.

Notice how I always position myself in a partnership. That’s because in order to be an effective negotiator you need to
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have a “higher authority” to refer to. In most cases my higher authority is my wife, but it can be a business partner, a friend, or even your dog. The point is you HAVE to have one, or you risk pinning yourself into a corner. Never say things like “this is my best and final offer”. Instead say “my partner said this is our best and final offer”. That way you can always come back later and explain how you pleaded with your partner and got them to come up.

Clever Negotiating Tip - A great way to compromise in a negotiation is a little tactic I call “let’s meet in the middle”. It works like this. If you have gone back in forth and you are close but not quite there say something like:

Well (first name) it’s looking like we are not going to be able to come to an agreement here today. Let me step outside and call my partner real quick to tell them where things are landing. I will be right back.

Then step outside and make the call. When you come back in say: Great news (first name), I have a final offer I am sure you will accept. I know you wanted $ _ for the property and we originally wanted to pay $ _.

Well after talking with my partner we feel that
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the fairest way to make us both feel comfortable with the deal is to meet in the middle at $____. It’s not exactly what you wanted to hear, but it is fair to the both of us at $____________...do we have a deal?

If You Can’t Meet With The Seller

If you can’t meet with the seller because they live out-of-state, then you will have to do the same process we discussed above, but over the phone. The only real difference is that it becomes harder to “read” body language, so stay aware of the sellers tone and pitch. Mirror the way they sound and don’t dive into an offer too quickly. Remember that the longer you talk with the seller building rapport, and showing the benefits of working with you, the higher your chances are of paying the price you want for the property. When you do come to an agreement use (https://www.echosign.adobe.com/en/home.html) to get the contract signed. Echosign is a digital signing platform where you can easily upload your Purchase and Sale Agreement, email it to the seller(s), and they can digitally sign it on their computer or smartphone. They offer a free 14 day trial and the service costs around $15 a month.

Final Thoughts

In this chapter we covered doing your due diligence, estimating value, estimating repairs, the wholesalers MAO formula, and some negotiation tactics to help you get more deals under contract. The key when first starting is being able to rely on your power team members (Real Estate Agent, mmnt.ly/provensuccess)
Contractor, and Closing Agent) to help you come up with estimates and values until you learn how to do it yourself. Eventually you will realize that you should never over-think a wholesale deal because at the end of the day you are only controlling the real estate not owning it. In the next chapter, I want to cover the two different deal structures wholesalers use to finance their deals using their back end cash buyers money. One is called the “Assignment of Contract” method, and the other is called the “Double Close” method. Both are very easy to structure because the only difference between the two of them is how you write up your Purchase and Sale Agreement.

Chapter 7

_Funding Your Wholesale Deals_
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Up until this point, I’ve covered a lot of material. If you have done everything right, you’ll be ready to put a property under contract so you can wholesale it to someone on your cash buyers list. Now let’s review the two main deal structures wholesalers use...the “Assignment”, and the “Double Close”.

**The Assignment Of Contract Method**

Probably the most common wholesale funding method is called the Assignment. The word “assignment” means that you’ll be passing along your right to buy the property to someone else for a fee (called an assignment fee). You’ll be extricating yourself from the deal by signing over your rights AND your obligations to your back-end cash buyer. In an assignment, your cash buyer takes over your responsibilities, which means they know and understand all the terms within the Purchase and Sale Agreement you have with the motivated seller. They step in and finish out the transaction while you sit around and wait for the deal to close so you can get paid.

**PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT**

This PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT (the “Contract”) is entered into by the Seller, a __________________________ (the “Seller”), and the Assignor, __________________________ (the “Assignor”), with an address of ______________________ (assignor) and ______________________ (assignor) with a taxable mailing address of ______________________ (assignor) and ______________________ (assignor).

1. **OPENING.** The “Opening” will occur upon the date this Contract is entered into by the Escrow Agent.

2. **PROPERTY.** Seller hereby agrees to sell and Buyer hereby agree to purchase the property identified as ______________________ (property), together with all improvements, fixtures and appurtenances thereon or incident thereto...
Buyer(s): Your Company Name and/or assigns (or assignee)

Those are the magic words within your Purchase and Sale Agreement that you will need to have in order to assign your rights to someone else. By writing “and/or assignee” after the name of the buying entity, you’re letting the motivated seller know that it is possible/likely/certain that someone else will be jumping in as the buyer in the future.

Let’s Take A Small Step Backwards

Below are the typical terms you will be negotiating when completing a Purchase and Sale Agreement with a Seller:

1. Purchase Price
2. Earnest Deposit
3. Close Of Escrow Date
4. Where The Closing Will Occur (Closing Agent)
5. Who Pays Closing Costs
6. Inspection Period

If you did your job negotiating you will have positioned your offer to “lean” in the following direction:

1. Lowest Purchase Price Possible
2. Least Amount Of Earnest Deposit Possible (Fully Refundable During Your Inspection Period)
3. Farthest Out Close Of Escrow Date
4. Close With Your Investor Friendly Closing Agent
5. Buyer Pays Closing Costs (Yes…That’s You)
6. Longest Inspection Period Possible
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So let’s say you offered to pay a seller $105,000 for their property because you felt it had an ARV of $215,000 after a $40,000 rehab. You would pay all the closing costs, close within 20 days, and put up a fully-refundable earnest deposit of $100 to secure the contract. Lastly, your closing agent from ABC title company will handle all the paperwork and you negotiate a 10 business day inspection period to allow you and your team time to better analyze the property. You and the seller agree to all the terms, then spend 15 minutes filling out the Purchase and Sale Agreement together. Before you leave the property you take many great pictures and a video of the property. If it is vacant, you ask the seller for a key and permission to slap a contractor’s lockbox on the side of the house (http://www.homedepot.com/p/LockState-KeyDock-5-Key-Door-Access-Box-LS-KD100/203276495)

so you and your team can come back and complete the inspection and begin planning for the rehab. If the property is occupied, you let the seller know that you and some of your team members may need to come back a few times during the 10 business day inspection period.

As soon as you have entered into a contract to buy the property from the seller you can now start shopping that deal around to find a cash buyer. You will want to do this immediately because your 10 business day inspection period started as soon as the contract was signed by all parties and this is your major “escape” clause that allows you to back out mmnt.ly/provensuccess
of the deal and get your $100 earnest deposit back!

Let’s say in this example you want to make a quick $10,000 assignment fee so you will be marketing this deal at $115,000. So you put up some bandit signs around the subject property that say:

Handyman Special

House Is 50% Below Appraisal Cash Buyers Only

Next you create a property flyer using your M5 Automated Marketing Machine and post some flyer ads on Craigslist.com. Then you go to your investor friendly Closing Agent and open up escrow by giving the agent your completed Purchase and Sale Agreement as well as your $100 earnest deposit. While you’re there you ask your Closing Agent if they know any cash investors that may want another deeply discounted property. Lastly, if you had cash buyers already on your VIP buyers list you would email, text, or direct-to-voicemail voice broadcast them using your M5 system.

As potential cash buyers call you to learn more about the deal, you field their questions and “sell them the dream” of
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what the property could be. Explain to them that this deal will go quickly, and if they are interested they need to do their due diligence as fast as possible. Send them the pictures and video of the property. If they are still interested after a thorough online review, you can schedule a time to get them into the property for an inspection. Try your best to weed out “tire kickers” and people that don’t have enough cash, and if you can get them to do a “drive by” prior to you spending any of your time showing them the property, do so.

Below are the standard terms you want to have when selling to a cash buyer using an assignment:

1. Assignment Fee (In This Case It’s $10,000)
2. Non-Refundable Earnest Deposit ($1000 - $2,500)
3. Closing Date (Few Days Before Your Original Closing Date)
4. Using Your Closing Agent (Because Escrow Is Already Opened)

Assignment of Residential Purchase Contract

In consideration of the sum of $________ (_______ Thousand dollars), along with earnest monies as defined below and other good and valuable consideration, and the mutual benefits to be delivered by all parties to this agreement, the undersigned __________________ LLC (Assignor) does hereby assign unto ____________ (Assignee) all rights, interests, suits, claims, and titles to a contract of sale dated __________, 2021, by and between __________________ LLC as purchaser and __________________ LLC as seller.

This contract is concerning such property known as: ______________________ with an APN # of ____________.

Provided, however, no warranties of any kind whatsoever are made incident to this Assignment and the new buyer accepts all rights, obligations, and responsibilities of purchase contract executed by __________ LLC and __________, and agrees to close on or before __________ 2021. If the COE does not occur before 6:00 P.M. PST on 2021, then this assignment is considered null and void and all rights transfer back to the Assignor and Assignee forfeits their non-refundable earnest deposit.

Disbursement of Assignment fees shall be as follows:
$________ (_______ Thousand Dollars) upon close of escrow and paid through title.

In addition to the Assignment consideration, Assignee herein agrees to deposit earnest money of $_______ (_______ Hundred Dollars) into escrow which will become non-refundable at 12:00 p.m. PST on __________ 2021, as long as __________________ LLC can produce clear title. Assignee permits Title Company to provide __________________ LLC with a copy of the settlement statement after actual Close of Escrow.
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How much you want to make and the parties involved in this contract.

Property address and tax parcel i.d.

Date the Assignee agrees to close by plus a Mutual Cancellation clause.

How much and when you get paid.

Non-Refundable earnest deposit clause plus approval for information.
Once a serious cash buyer steps forward and wants the deal you simply need to fill out a one page “Assignment of Contract” form which assigns your interest in the deal over to them. Here is what a typical Assignment Form looks like:

As you can see it’s a simple one page document that only takes a few minutes to fill out that passes all of your rights and obligations under the purchase agreement to that buyer. That means your cash buyer has to review the original Purchase and Sale Agreement and agree to everything. Once they love the deal and agree to the terms, the cash buyer simply needs to fill out the assignment and take it plus their non-refundable earnest deposit over to your closing agent and turn it in. Once this happens you are officially out of the deal and just need to kick back and wait for the deal to close so you can get paid your $10,000 assignment fee.

Benefits Of An Assignment:

1. **Cheap** - Remember how you agreed to pay for all closing costs with the original seller. Well now that you assigned your contract, your back-end cash buyer steps into your shoes and pays those costs. Your assignment fee is a “net” number to you so it is easy to calculate your profit as a wholesaler.

2. **Fast** - Filling out a one page document only takes a few minutes.

3. **Easy** - Explaining to your cash buyer that you hunted down a smoking hot deal at a 50% discount from retail and served it up on a silver platter for only $10,000 is a
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pretty easy sell to a serious rehab-ber. All they care about is that you left plenty of “meat on the bone” for them to still make a huge profit!

Downside Of An Assignment:

1. **Visibility** - Everyone in the transaction will see what you made as a wholesaler. In other words, your profit is fully disclosed and if you are making too much money both the seller and buyer may get irritated or angry at the fact that you barely did any work and are making so much money off of them. This can easily screw up your deal so ONLY use the assignment method if you are making $10,000 or less and have a good relationship with your cash buyer.

As your wholesale business grows, you’ll be building strong relationships with your buyers. They will grow to trust your decisions and value the properties you bring to them. So much so that assignments will only become easier and easier over time as you train your cash buyers on doing business with you.

**The Double Close Method**

Now that you understand the simplicity of using an Assignment, let’s talk about a slightly more complicated funding process called the Double Close (sometimes known as a simultaneous or back-to-back close). In a Double Close you are actually using your back-end cash buyers funds to fund the purchase from the seller with the “overages” being paid out
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to you the wholesaler. Think of it as an A-B, B-C transaction where the Motivated Seller = A, Wholesaler = B, and Cash Buyer = C. So here it how it works and let’s use the same numbers from the Assignment example.

So let’s say you negotiate to buy a property from a motivated seller for $105,000 because you felt it had an ARV of $215,000 after a $40,000 rehab. And just like before, you agree to put up a $100 earnest deposit to secure the contract and use your title company where you will pay all the traditional closing costs. You have a 10 business day inspection period to better analyze the deal before your earnest deposit goes hard, and you will close within 30 days.

In this example let’s say that instead of wanting to make just $10,000 (like the assignment example), you want to make $20,000 so you market the property for $125,000, using some of the marketing techniques I showed you in this book. Here is how the deal would play out:

First, you put the property under contract with the seller for $105,000 with the following terms…

Purchase Price: $105,000
Earnest Deposit: $100 fully refundable during inspection period. Close Of Escrow: 30 days out.
Closing Location: Your closing agents office.

Inspection Period: 10 business days. Closing Costs: Wholesaler
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Will Pay

Let’s call this the A-B side of the transaction where you are buying the property from the motivated seller and as soon as you got the contract signed you went and opened escrow with your closing agent. Now you have equitable interest in the property so you need to start marketing it to find a cash buyer willing to pay $125,000.

Second let’s say you find a cash buyer willing to pay $125,000 so you tell them that you will be sending them over a Purchase and Sale Agreement to sign that has the following terms:

**Purchase Price:** $125,000

**Earnest Deposit:** $2,500 non-refundable unless you cannot pass clear title.

**Close Of Escrow:** 20 days or less.

**Closing Location:** Once again at your closing agents office.

**Inspection Period:** 0 days. They need to do their due diligence prior to contracting the property.

**Closing Costs:** Cash Buyer Will Pay

So you create the paperwork (once again “leaning” the terms in your favor) and send it over to the cash buyer to get signed. As soon as they agree to the terms and sign the contract, you have them go to your closing agents office and open up escrow by giving your closing agent the signed Purchase and Sale Agreement as well as their non refundable earnest deposit. You now have the cash buyer “locked” into the deal and we
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will call this the B-C side of the transaction.

So up to this point we have two escrows opened. One where you are buying the property and one where you are selling the property. Once the cash buyer is ready to close, they will deposit their $125,000 into escrow and your closing agent will allow $105,000 to flow from the B-C escrow over to the A-B escrow and fund your purchase. Once the A-B escrow is closed out, your closing agent will then complete the transaction by closing out the B-C escrow and dispersing the remaining $20,000 (minus closing costs) to you, the wholesaler. So the motivated seller is happy because they got their asking price of $105,000. The cash buyer is happy because they have a deeply discounted property they will either rehab or keep. And you are happy because you wholesale a great deal and made a hefty $20,000 profit using none of your own money or credit.
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Benefit Of A Double Close:

Visibility - Because you separated the purchase from the sale you are able to screen your huge profits from both the buyer and the seller.

Downsides Of A Double Close:

1. Cost - Because there are two escrows, there will be two separate set of closing costs. It’s pretty easy to get your back-end cash buyer to pay for the B-C set of closing costs, but typically the wholesaler has to pay for the A-B set of closing costs, which can be as low as $1,000 and as much as $5,000, depending on your State’s property transfer fees.

2. Complicated- Prior to the market crashing in 2006 - 2007 simultaneous closings were pretty common, and many closing agents understood and allowed them to occur. However, after the crash many of those closing agents left the business. Plus there were a few new regulations introduced that changed the way closing agents do business. While in theory double closes are still legal, many new closing agents either don’t understand them or don’t allow them to occur at their company. This can be a small hurdle for new wholesalers be- cause they can easily get misinformed that double closes are “illegal” or not allowed. So if you run into a situation where a closing agent is telling you that double closes are not allowed in your state politely tell them thank you and keep on looking for an
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investor friendly closing agent that will allow them…trust me, you will eventually find one!

All Of The Pieces Are Falling In Place…

You now know how to locate properties, build a buyers list, calculate value and costs, negotiate like a pro, and how to fund your wholesale deals using OPM, Other People’s Money. In the next chapter, let’s review a couple of real life case studies to illustrate the two closin methods and pull all this education together into a step-by-step action plan.
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Chapter 8

CASE STUDY RESOURCES

Real Deals, Real Results

In this chapter, I want to break down two different wholesale deals (one assignment and one double close) that happened to come into my life on the very same day using completely different marketing techniques. The first one is a property off of 5th Street in Tempe, Arizona that came in from a postcard mailer. The other is off of Alameda Dr. in Tempe, Arizona, that came in from my “driving for dollars” strategy. Both leads were generated the same day, but each deal took on a life of its own. Let’s start with the assignment deal…
Background Story - On August 7th I got a call off of one of my “Absentee Owner” postcards. The sellers name was HA and he was a 60 something year old man with a property he had owned since 1998 that he wanted to sell. The property was a little house built in 1925 that was located right next to Arizona State University. One of my acquisition agents, Josiah, answered the phone and talked with HA for about 10 minutes. Josiah asked HER, “What was happening in his life to make him want to sell his property to us today?” This question was designed to uncover HA’s real motivation for wanting to sell. HA told him that he was getting old and didn’t want to deal with a property that was so distressed and needed major repairs all the time. Throughout the conversation, Josiah completed my “Seller Intake Form” which gathers all the necessary information I will need to eventually analyze the deal. After he jumped off the phone with HA, Josiah began his online research and when he was done he notified me we had
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a new lead and that it was ready for my review.

I processed all the information and decided the property was worth around $110,000 in its current condition, but if it was completely remodeled it could be worth up to $200,000. I sent Josiah over to the property to do a “drive by” and take some pictures. When he got back I had all the information I needed to call HA. So I made the phone call to introduce myself. We talked for a while and I eventually made a verbal offer of $45,000 just to see what HA would do. He told me that he needed to speak to his wife and that he would call me back the next day. The next day he did call back and he told me the offer was too low and that I need to raise it. I asked him what the lowest he would accept is and he would not answer. He told me to think about what the most I would offer him was and to get back to him. So the next day I called HER back and told him I could only pay $55,000 because the property needed a full remodel. Once again he told me that he needed to talk with his wife and get back to me. The next day I followed up with him and he told me the offer was too low and that I needed to rethink my offer and raise it. Frustrated, I once again asked him what number he would accept and he told me “to raise my offer and get back to him.”

Real World Advice From The Clever Investor - Sometimes a motivated seller will not provide you the information you need to quickly get a deal done. When this happens you have to stay calm and stick to your game plan. Do not rush the deal or bid against yourself. Realize that professional negotiators focus on building rapport, agitating the seller’s pain points, providing solutions, and telling the seller’s HOW they can do business with them.
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O.K. back to my story. The next day I called HER and told him the absolute most I could pay was $65,000. He asked if I could meet him near the property at a local Starbucks. I agreed and the next day we met. HA was a very nice man and informed me that he and his wife would accept an offer of $70,000. Even though this was more than I wanted to pay, I knew I could sell the property to a rehabber or landlord because it was so close to ASU. So I agreed with two conditions. Condition 1 was that HA pay all closing costs. Condition 2 was that I have a 30 day close with a 15 day inspection period. HA called his wife, then agreed, and since I came to the meeting prepared, we filled out the Purchase and Sale Agreement right there in Starbucks.

I NOW CONTROLLED HA’S PROPERTY!

As soon as I got back to the office, Josiah uploaded HA’s property to my wholesaling website (ArizonaPropertySuperstore.com) and sent all the acquisition paperwork to our investor
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friendly closing agent to open escrow. We then sent out a mass email and text blast to my cash buyer database (about 4250 local cash investors) using my M5 Automated Marketing Machine software. We advertised the property for sale for $92,500 cash or hard money only. Within minutes I received a response to my text blast from a local investor that immediately went and drove the property. He called me when he was out in front of the house and told me he would take it for $80,000 cash and close within 10 days. I told him I would let him know by the end of the day and since no one else made me an offer I accepted and sent over my one page Assignment Form, which he immediately signed and sent to escrow along with a $2,500 non-refundable earnest deposit.

**BOOM...I was 10 days away from making $10,000 as a real estate wholesaler and I barely worked 2-3 hours on the deal!**

On August 20th we closed the deal, and I was cut a $10,320 check ($320 was my earnest money refund), HA sold his unwanted problem property, and my end cash-investor was able to pick up a discounted property that he will remodel and rent out as student housing.

**Here is a copy of my assignment check --->**
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As you can see wholesaling using the assignment method is extremely simple, fun, and profitable if done using the right systems and processes. In the next case study I want to break down a deal where I used the Double Close method because I was trying to make a much bigger spread than $10,000. Let’s look at a deal I completed on Alameda Drive.
Background Story- Also on August 7th while driving to my office, I decided to take a new route that I have never driven before. I did this to see if I could run across any run down, or unusual properties that might be vacant or uncared for. About two blocks away from my office I spotted a house that had a crew of people throwing all the furniture and belongings away in a giant dumpster. I pulled over, snapped a quick photo, and wrote down the address.

Once I got into the office I checked the tax records to see if the taxable mailing address was different than the physical property address. This is a great indicator that the property is owned by someone that does not live in the property. I could also tell that the property was not owned by a bank…but by an individual (actually it was owned by the Dorothea B.******** Revocable Trust).
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At this point I mail merged the picture of the front of the property to a simple flyer I use that grabs the owners attention by asking “IS THIS YOUR PROPERTY because I want to pay cash for it”? I then mailed out the flyer and waited for the call.

Real World Advice From The Clever Investor - One of two things typically happens at this point. Either the owner sees my sign in the front of their yard and calls me “pissed off” and asks me why I have my sign in their yard (at which point I explain that I am truly sorry for being a little aggressive, but I was trying to get their attention). Or they will get my flyer and give me a call if they want to sell.

Anyways...back to my story. Turns out that the daughter-in-law received my flyer and gave me a call informing me that the property is owned by her husband’s mother who has stage 3 Alzheimer’s, and just moved into a long term care facility. She also let me know that the mom was a hoarder and had 10 cats. The daughter-in-law and her husband lived over 3 hours away and did not want to deal with this problem property.

They owned the property “free and clear” and had a Power Of Attorney over the mother’s estate. I asked her what they
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wanted to sell the house for if I made her an all cash offer, and she said she wanted
around $100,000 cash. She also told me that the property needed a full remodel.

I spent a couple of minutes gathering some more information then let her know that I would call her right back after I comped her property and did some online research.

My research indicated that the property was worth around $200,000, if it was fully remodeled. Since it was right around the corner I drove over to the property to do a quick visual inspection. The house was a mess...there was junk everywhere, and it smelled horrible (like dead cats). I believed a full remodel on a 1700+ square foot house would cost around $30,000 so I started creating an offer in my head then called to say the most I could pay was $85,500 and that we would have to split the closing costs. She countered and said that the lowest they could take was $90,000. I told them I would be willing to pay $89,000 and cover all the closing costs...they agreed.

I immediately emailed them a Purchase and Sale Agreement which they signed and sent right back.

I NOW CONTROLLED THE PROPERTY!

Real World Advice From The Clever Investor - In every real estate transaction that I get into, I ALWAYS make sure that the seller benefits in the transaction. In this case, the daughter-in-law and son were extremely happy to get rid of this
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problem property and focus on helping his mother adjust to moving into the long term care facility. Because they sold to an investor, and not through traditional channels, they enjoyed a hassle-free sale and received the cash they needed to afford caring for their ill family member.

As soon as I received the contract back, Josiah added the property to our wholesaling website and blasted it out to our cash buyer database for $121,000 using my M5 Automated Marketing Machine software. At the same time, we faxed the contract over to my investor friendly closing agent to open escrow (this is the A-B side of the transaction). I let her know that I planned on doing a double close because I was going to be making a lot of money on this one, and I did not want everyone involved in my transaction to know what I was making.
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Within minutes of sending out the property via text message I got a call from a guy named Jeremy that said he would take the deal if we would sell it to him for $118,800. I agreed and I sent him over the Sales Contract to sign. I informed him that he needed to take the signed agreement to my investor friendly closing agent along with his earnest deposit and open escrow (this is the B-C side of the transaction).

At this point I just sat back and waited for the deal to close. A couple of days later a mobile notary showed up at a beach house I was renting in Coronado, California to sign the closing documents.

A few days later we closed both escrows (part of the funds from the B-C escrow floated over to fund the A-B escrow and the remaining balance in the B-C escrow was paid out to me as my profit) and I was paid my wholesale profit of $29,492.41

Here is a copy of my “double escrow” check --->

[Image of a check]
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So as a quick review by doing a “double close” instead of an assignment I:

- Had to open two escrows with the same closing agent (escrow #1 was the A-B escrow where I purchased the property from the motivated seller) and (escrow #2 was the B-C escrow where I flipped the property to my cash back-end investor).

- Had 2 sets of closing costs that I had to deal with (I paid for all of the closing costs when I purchased from the motivated seller, but through negotiations my cash back-end investor paid for all of the closing costs for the second escrow).

- Was able to keep everyone in the transaction from seeing what I was making (actually now-a-days when doing a double escrow the back-end cash buyer has to sign some “Supplemental Escrow Instructions” that disclose that a double close is taking place).

Here is the actual wording in the “Supplemental Escrow Instructions”:

The closing of this escrow is subject to and contingent upon the concurrent closing wherein seller is acquiring the property that seller is currently selling to buyer. Buyer is aware that all or a portion of the proceeds from this transaction are the source of all or a portion of the purchase price in the escrow wherein seller is acquiring the property. Escrow agent is authorized and instructed to transfer funds from seller’s
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proceeds in this escrow to the escrow wherein seller is purchasing the property in an amount sufficient to allow seller to close escrow and purchase the property. With full knowledge of the existence of this double escrow, seller and buyer authorize and instruct escrow agent to proceed with the closing of this escrow as instructed. Seller and buyer further agree that escrow agent will have no liability for and will be held harmless from any matter resulting from escrow agent’s compliance with these instructions.

Hopefully, by going through these two case studies, everything is starting to get pulled together, and you are beginning to visualize yourself wholesaling real estate using both closing techniques. As you can see, each closing strategy has it’s own unique benefits and both are simple to implement.
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A Final Business Tip

Avoiding “Dealer” Status...or Minimizing its Impact

One of the greatest advantages of real estate investment is the tax advantage treatment of your investments. It varies by type and duration of investment, but generally there are some awesome tax advantages in real estate.

However, the tax code wants to benefit those who invest in real estate more as a pastime than as a business. So, there is this “dealer status” thing. The major drawback to being considered a dealer is that your income is subject to the full self-employment tax withholding of 15.3%.
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Other downsides to being classified as a dealer include:

- Holding rental properties in the same business entity in which you wholesale, you’ll lose the ability to take depreciation on the rental units.
- You can’t take advantage of the 1031 Exchange if you’re classified as a dealer.
- If you use creative seller financing to sell property, you can’t defer income on your installment sale. The entire tax hit would have to be taken immediately.

First, if you plan on investing in rental property, definitely separate that business from your wholesaling. Set up a different business entity for the rental properties in order to take advantage of the 1031 Exchange and the depreciation deduction on your rental units.

For your wholesaling business, consider setting up a corporation, either an LLC as an S-Corp, a straight S-Corp, or a C-Corporation. These are not “pass-through” entities which would subject the profits to personal taxation and the self-employment tax withholding.

Of course, we’re not giving tax or legal advice. Meet with a good accountant to plan your business formation with long term tax advantages considered.
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When I first started investing in real estate over a decade ago, all my friends and family thought I was crazy. Now they are all begging me to help them learn how to invest. In my humble opinion there is no better way to achieve your financial goals and create wealth than through real estate investing. Sure if you had a ton of money, you would have a lot more options, but the reality is, you don’t need to have a boat load of cash (or credit... or experience) to make a ton of money very quickly in this business. Making that decision to get “back in the game” was the best decision of my life (next to marrying my best friend)! I can’t image what my life would look like if I still worked for someone else making them rich.
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As you decide whether or not to take the next step(s) in your real estate career, keep this thought in mind...indecision is still a decision. Five years from now where will you be? What will your life look like if you decide to focus on becoming a successful real estate investor? How will it feel to achieve your financial goals? Five years from now is going to come whether you want it to or not...what are you going to do today to shape your future?

It is my hope for you that you think BIG, set “focused” goals, and see them through. Create systems in your business to help save you stress, time, energy, and money. My mentor used to always tell me “hope is not a strategy”. Don’t fly by the seat of your pants or “wing it”. Be smart and replicate what other successful investors have done before you. While I didn’t invent Wholesaling or any of the “No Money Down” investing strategies we discussed in this REI Guide, I have perfected systems for marketing, negotiating, and deal structuring that have made me and my students millions of dollars. If you’re serious about making real estate a career, then you will want to pay close attention to what I am about to say...

What’s My Next Step?

The tips and strategies in this guide were designed to get your money-making juices flowing. I imagine it not only answered a lot of the questions you had about investing in real estate, but it likely led you to ask even more questions. If that is the case than you should give yourself a pat on the back. You have
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officially embarked on an amazing journey, one that will be just as much fun as it will be profitable.

That is if (and only if) you actually put your training into action.

I remember when I first got started studying real estate investing. I got so excited when I learned the no-money down and creative strategies you are learning now. Despite my excitement about my new found knowledge, I must admit that as a newbie I didn’t take action on what I learned like I should have. I allowed myself to be lazy and all too often I let excuses get in the way of my success.

It wasn’t until I got a mentor that I started seeing breakthrough results. While my mentor, Lyle, taught me a lot, what he gave me that really changed everything was a good old-fashioned “kick in the pants”. He helped me focus on what mattered most so I didn’t waste my time. Before working with Lyle, I struggled and made absolutely no money. With Lyle in my corner, I closed my first BIG deal in practically no time.

That first $40,000 check I made changed my life forever. I’ve never looked back since.

So time to ask yourself: Are you serious about changing your life with real estate? Is it finally time to make the money you deserve for you and your family?

If the answer is yes, than I strongly advise you consider finding mmnt.ly/provensuccess
a mentor. A mentor will help you bridge the gap between the classroom and the real world, so you too can feel the thrill of chasing the big checks. My team and I do mentor a small number of students, but even if we don’t get the opportunity to work with you, I strongly urge you find a mentor who also has a proven track record of creating success stories. You deserve the best.

If you are ready to continue your evolution and take it to the next level go right now to...

www.MentoringApplication.com/Cody

PLEASE NOTE: While we invite everyone to apply, space in the Clever Investor Mentoring program is very limited.
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